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Greenhouse effect

n It’s natural

n Solar is constant but can flux with
sunspots etc.

n Albedo (A) and Absorption (F) are
the two changing factors that drive
the current temperature changes

Change?

n How do humans change albedo?

n Natural ways of change?

n Are humans changing greenhouse
production? Can that change
atmospheric absorption?

n Can increase F increase temperature on
the surface of planet earth?

Range of life

n Humans 0-30C (32-86F)
n Plants (10-40) (50-104F)
n What happens if planet cools below 50F?
n What would make that happen?
n How would humans adapt to increased

temperature?
n How would the temperature change affect

all the other species on this planet?

What if scenario? A increases
to 40% and F increases to 90%

n 284K = 51.53F
n What global cooling? But I thought we

were increasing greenhouse gases?
What is this called?

n Try .32 and .90?
n 310K=98.33F
n .4 and .8
n 278K=40.73F
n What happens?
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Is there evidence that there is

Global Warming Caused By
Human Activities?

Is there evidence that there is

Global Warming Caused By
Human Activities?
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DebateThe Debate!!

Scientific Agreement for   

anthropogenic causes…….

n Agrees that the thermal based reading of the
planet shows 0.5 degree C warming

n Surface temperature of the earth is warming

n Agrees there is inadequate measuring and
discrepancies,  but overall believe that there is
warming

n Agrees that the bulk of the surface is warmer in
the Northern Hemisphere at night at high latitudes
over land areas in winter. And believes that
anthropogenic causes are to blame for this
change.

EQUIFINALITY…..

n whereby different processes can
lead to basically similar results

– Human influence or natural?

n Spatial and temporal discontinuities between

Cause and Effect
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Dr. Robert Balling, Jr.IPCC contributor, editor.

Professor of Geography, Director of Office of Climatology at
ASU; Author of over 100 papers, world authority on drought and
climate change and atmospheric science.  Dr. Balling is
internationally recognized as one of the world’s premier
lecturers on the subject of human-induced climate change.

The Future according to Balling……….The science of

global warming cannot be viewed outside the context of the ‘way
science works’… almost all scientists spend their lives doing ‘normal
science’ which includes the performance of simple experiments that
verify the current ‘paradigm’….

n 1. The Kyoto Protocol will make no difference to the climate

n 2.  Carbon dioxide emissions will continue to increase

n 3.  Scientists will confirm that although the functional form of
the climate models is correct, the amount of warming is
already dictated by nature.

n 4.  The earth’s average surface temperature will warm 0.65-
.075C by 2050. The distribution should be 0.75 -0.85C in the
winter half year and 0.60 and 0.65C in summer.

n 5.  As a result of increases in carbon dioxide alone, crop yields
by 2050 will have risen by enough that the rise alone would
feed one-quarter of today’s world.

n 6.  On a population-adjusted basis, temperature-related
mortality will decline.

The Future? Methods of testing for current temperatures

              over the past 100 years

n Surface

n Balloons (1750s)

n Satellites (1960s)

n Sea Surface Temp (271yrs)
n Lower and middle atmosphere show no warming

(surface
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Methods for long term records

n Ice Cores

n Geological

Are we CAUSING
global warming?
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Temperature is not rising at expected rate
for our output of gases

n The Missing Co2 Sink

……….Some of the Players

n IPCC

n Hansen

n Singer

n Lindzen

n Industry

n Politics

Human ideas
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Greenhouse Effect
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The greenhouse affect

             (1-A) S                1/4
T =    (1 - 1/2F) 4s

Base: A=0.32 F=0.8
T=287K (= 56.93 degree Fahrenheit)
With no atmosphere
T=253K (difference is 34C, the greenhouse

effect (= -4.27 degree Fahrenheit)
W/ reflected moon’s albedo 270F (=26.33F)

Sun more active than for a millennium -- Jenny Hogan
! -- New Scientist ! -- November 02, 2003 --

n New research shows that the
sun is more active now than it
has been for over 1100 years.

n  The increase in solar activity will have an
impact on satellites, energy grids, and the
current debate over global warming.

Key Conclusions
n Double CO2 - a doubling of Co2 may occur in

about 100 years leading to 1-5degC warming of
the Earth

n Non-CO2 greenhouse gases particularly CH4, N20
and CFCs may contribute to global warming.

n Feedbacks are poorly understood and may
enhance or reduce global warming

n If global warming occurs:
– Polar regions will warm more than equator (2-3

times)
– Temperatures will increase more in winter than

in summer
– Total rainfall will increase, although it may not

be favorably distributed
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Indicator Species

n How we are noticing climate
change due to species changes

n These changes are usually harmful

n Species with narrow range of
tolerance are usually the first to be
noticed, for example…..

trout

n Need clean water and high levels of
dissolved oxygen

birds

n Are good indicators because they
are found everywhere and are
greatly affected by change in
habitats and fragmentation of
flyways,…..

butterflies

n Are even more sensitive to
chemical pollution than birds and
are a good indicator species to
chemical pollution in land and
watersheds
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Using living organisms to
monitor environmental
changes

n Nothing new,

n Canary in a coal mine

But what about genetically
engineering species to become
indicators of terrorism?

n A new species of grass that will
change colors when chemicals are
detected.

n What will happen to the natural
evolution of our plant structures?

frogs

n A species found in most
watersheds around the globe

n In comparison, all frogs around the
world are being affected,

n That gives us good indicators that
there is a global problem and it is?

causes

n Temperature,
n habitat fragmentation,
n draining of wetlands,
n pesticides?
n Increase in uv radiation
n overhunting
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Keystone species

n Play critical ecological roles
n 1. Pollination of flowering plants
n 2. Predator keystone species feed on and

regulate the populations in an ecosystem
(ex. Wolf, lion, alligator, great white
shark)

n 3. Dung beetles are responsible for
cleaning up waste

Loss of keystone species can
lead to population crash and
extinction of other species

Ecological succession
develops from new
environmental conditions

n The change is gradual and over time
n Primary succession develops where there

is little life
n Secondary succession occurs where

some type of biotic community is already
present

Primary succession

n Takes a really long time
n Several hundred to thousands of

years, first need soil and climate to
promote growth

n As with trees pioneer species
attach themselves to bare rock
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Secondary succession

n Comes in after being disturbed,
removed or destroyed

n Example abandoned farmland,
burned or cut forests, heavily
polluted streams, and land that has
been dammed or flooded.

Forest biome

n Ecological succession begins with
vegetation which affect the
available food and shelter for all the
other species

n Natural succession weeds,
grasses, shrubs, young pine,
mature oak for example

Feedback loops are provide
stability within system

n Forests occupy about 30% of the
earth’s land surface

n So that’s 30% of 30%
n So that would be 9% of total

surface of the planet?

To the world forestry center…
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